The Alabama Department of Pub-

Contributions

lic Health Hotline 1-888-293-8888
opened today, March 14. It allows
anyone seeking information on

We are working on a way to do
that online (who would have
ever thought), but in the meantime, those who give by check
could simply mail it to Kerry
Lashlee 9748 Bent Brook Dr

how and where to be tested if you
think you have symptoms.

Sharon Kochik

Birthday 04/14/2020
Nancy Cobia

Birthday 04/22/2020

April 12, 2020

Live Stream Information

lem.

Montgomery, AL 36117
In the beginning, this emergency
looked short term and we just
thought that any and all could
give it all after the emergency. Now that it looks much
longe r, it be com es important that we each continue to
contribute weekly or monthly as
we have, if we are able, because
bills still have to be paid and
evangelists need to continue to
be supported. We will let you
know when we have any better
solution to the problem.

WWW.PERRYHILLCHURCH.ORG

Do call the elders also if you think
you might have a health prob-

This Sunday P.M. layout – April 5, 20205:00 p.m. John Burch - making
opening welcome to PHR remarks
First song by Matthew Bruce
Scripture reading: Gary Hart . . . . . . . . . . . . .April 12 pm.= Proverbs 27:1=13
Two songs by Matthew Bruce
Prayer: Rodger Cobia
Song by Matthew Bruce
Bill Robinson preaches
Closing song by Matthew Bruce
ANNOUNCEMENTS-John Burch: (no facts of individuals, since open broadcast possible) (slide requesting call or email for prayers, studies, baptism)|
Closing prayer – Craig Sims
6:00 p.m. ALL CARE GROUP MEETING – CARES & NEEDS OF ALL

LaChasta White

Birthday 04/22/2020

Meeting ID: 939 623 4275

Kaye Painter Dubose

Password: 431620  John 316 + 20

Birthday 04/23/2020

One tap mobile

Brenda Domingus

+19292056099,,9396234275#,,#,431620# US (New York)

Birthday 04/24/2020

+13126266799,,9396234275#,,#,431620# US (Chicago)
Also available on Facebook Live (except caregroups)

Helen Stewart update. Helen continues to be
at Baptist East ICU. She continues to be in
serious condition and in need of continued
prayers for healing, strength and comfort.
James Powell Recovering at home Please keep

him in your prayers for a full recovery.
Bob Trefethen Bob is recovering at home.
Please continue to keep him in your prayers.
Natalie Bruce’s Aunt Janet Langley passed away this week. Please keep her
family in your prayers.

This Sunday P.M. layout – April 5, 20205:00 p.m. John Burch - making opening
welcome to PHR remarks
First song by Matthew Bruce
Scripture reading: Gary Hart . . . . . . . . . . . . .April 12 pm.= Proverbs 27:1=13
Two songs by Matthew Bruce
Prayer: Rodger Cobia
Song by Matthew Bruce
Bill Robinson preaches
Closing song by Matthew Bruce
ANNOUNCEMENTS-John Burch: (no facts of individuals, since open broadcast
possible) (slide requesting call or email for prayers, studies, baptism)|
Closing prayer – Craig Sims
6:00 p.m. ALL CARE GROUP MEETING – CARES & NEEDS OF ALL Weds.
April 15, 2020
7:00 p.m. - Opening welcome remarks: John Burch

One song: Matthew Bruce
Opening Prayer – Gary Hart
Matthew Conley - lesson

One song = Matthew Bruce
Announcements: John Burch– w/slide requesting call or email for prayers, stud-

Uncertainty
Millions are regularly tuning in to their televisions or connecting to other devices
to find out the latest bit of information available regarding COVID-19. One
unique aspect of this crisis is that, while we have grown accustomed to instant
information, this has been a slowly-emerging situation requiring painstaking research and careful analysis of difficult-to-obtain information. Slowly emerging
answers about the spread of the disease, the effectiveness of mitigation, and possible treatments provide increasing hope. However, we are just not comfortable
with this kind of unpredictability.

Unpredictability is what causes you to jump in your seat at the movie theater or
let out a scream when suddenly thrown back in your seat on a roller coaster. For
these thrills, we are willing to pay because, for a brief moment, we feel out of control; but, in the back of our minds, know that we will safely walk away when it is
over. We like to feel in control even when we are expecting the unexpected.
Not knowing produces fear and anxiety. Trust in God is the antidote. He knows
all things, even the end from the beginning (Is. 46:10). He can do all things, even
that which is impossible for man (Job 42:2; Jer. 32:17). He rules over the kingdoms of the earth (Dan. 2:21). We can trust that He will always do what is right
(Gen. 18:25). But, we are not in control. Our knowledge and strength is limited.
Therefore, we must humble ourselves under His mighty hand and cast all our
anxieties upon Him because He cares for us (1 Pet. 5:6-7).
Things most certain often carry with them an element of uncertainty. Death is
certain (Hb. 9:27). However, we cannot predict the time or circumstances of our
death. But, through the sacrifice of Jesus, we can live in the shadow of death without succumbing to the slavery of its fear (Hb. 2:14-15).
The second coming of our Lord is, likewise, a certainty. Yet, there are elements of
uncertainty connected to the time of His return. Jesus said that no one knows the
day or the hour—not the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father (Mt.
24:36). He will come unexpectedly, like a thief in the night (1 Th. 5:2). Yet, in
spite of the unpredictability of Christ’s return, we can look forward to His coming
with joyous anticipation.

ies, baptism

Obedient trust provides confidence to face uncertain times knowing that God is in
control and that in Christ we are prepared for life’s most important event.

Closing Prayer: Doug Williamson

–Glen Elliott–

